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March 10 – 12, 2017

Junior Miss StarQuest
Katherine Tapalaga - Let It All Go - That's Dancin

Teen Miss StarQuest
Cassidy Quinn - All Through The Night - TJE Dance Force

Miss StarQuest
Christine Hermann - For My Help - The Dream Center Dance Academy

Mr. StarQuest
Matthew Kirschenheiter - Just A Gigolo - TJE Dance Force

Top Select Petite Solo
1 - Emma DiMaio - Forget About The Boy - D&S Dance Company
2 - Madison Sicignano - I Wanna Be A Rockette - D&S Dance Company

Top Select Junior Solo
1 - Katherine Tapalaga - Let It All Go - That's Dancin
2 - Riley Horan - Frost - The Dream Center Dance Academy
3 - Kailey Basedow - You Don't Really Know Me - The Dream Center Dance Academy
4 - Lindsay Pine - Grace - That's Dancin
5 - Jenna Abatemarco - Home - The Dream Center Dance Academy

Top Select Teen Solo
1 - Chloe Schwartz - Next To You - That's Dancin
2 - Cassidy Quinn - All Through The Night - TJE Dance Force
3 - Briana Ledan - Uneven Odds - The Dream Center Dance Academy
4 - Mia Noelle Blitz - Treat You Better - That's Dancin
5 - Victoria Maiolo - Warrior - Elite Dance Studio
6 - Lauryn Egan - In The Air Tonight - The Dream Center Dance Academy
7 - Ava Hartung - I Try - The Dream Center Dance Academy
8 - Caitlin Russo - Can't Touch It - Long Island Academy of Dance
9 - Isabella Saccente - Beautiful - TJE Dance Force
10 - Alexa Abagnale - Woman Up - The Dream Center Dance Academy
11 - Juliet Weiss - Silhouette - The Dream Center Dance Academy
12 - Alexa Matera - Sax - The Dream Center Dance Academy
13 - Jordan Benvenisti - Pieces - The Dream Center Dance Academy
14 - Madison Soeyadi - Safe And Sound - TJE Dance Force
15 - Paige Boland - Because Of You - Stage Door School of Dance
16 - Natalie Weber - Halo - TJE Dance Force
17 - Madison Segal - River - Long Island Academy of Dance
18 - Trisha Caro - Let Her Go - TJE Dance Force
19 - Chloe Henriquez - Watch Me Do - The Dram Center Dance Academy
20 - Amelie Urrea-Brito - I Was Here - That’s Dancin
Top **Select** Senior Solo
1 - Christine Hermann - For My Help - The Dream Center Dance Academy
2 - Amy Tolep - Learning To Love My Broken Pieces - The Dream Center Dance Academy
3 - Matthew Kirschneider - Just A Gigolo - TJE Dance Force
4 - Vanessa Escobedo - Hey Ya - The Dream Center Dance Academy
5 - Christina Nicolo - Next To You - The Dream Center Dance Academy
6 - Jenna Ambruso - I've Seen Nothing - Long Island Academy of Dance
7 - Colleen Aylward - Skin - The Dream Center Dance Academy
8 - Keara Thomson - I Know You - Long Island Academy of Dance
9 - Isabella Resnikoff - All Again - Long Island Academy of Dance
10 - Kailey Gonzalez - Turn Your Face - Long Island Academy of Dance
11 - Tori Seaquist - Gravity - Elite Dance Studio
12 - Molly Weigand - Jealous - The Dream Center Dance Academy
13 - Julie Coriolan - Retrograde - The Dream Center Dance Academy
14 - Hailey Rose Curto - Tethered - TJE Dance Force
15 - Marina Fizzuglio - Remedy - TJE Dance Force
16 - Alexa Locascio - Medicine - The Dream Center Dance Academy
17 - Emily D'Alessandro - Without You - TJE Dance Force
18 - Diana Princi - Forgive Me - Stage Door School of Dance
19 - Jessica Karcz - It Doesn't Hurt - The Dream Center Dance Academy
20 - Rachel D'Amato - Alps - The Dream Center Dance Academy

Top **Select** Junior Duet/Trio
1 - A Forbidden Friendship - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
2 - Shake The Room - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
3 - Burn It Up - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
4 - Can't Buy Me Love - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Top **Select** Teen Duet/Trio
1 - A Sister's Gratitude - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
2 - Youth - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
3 - Get Away - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
4 - Case Of The Ex - Long Island Academy of Dance - Julia Dillon
5 - Stand By Me - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Top **Select** Senior Duet/Trio
1 - The Blues - TJE Dance Force - Tina Ciardullo
2 - Cold - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
3 - Go First - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
4 - This Is Not Goodbye - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
5 - There You'll Be - Elite Dance Studio - Dara-Marie Weaver

Top **Select** Junior Small Group
1 - Elephants - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
2 - When She Came Back - That's Dancin - Debra Nizza
3 - Dance Like Yo' Daddy - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
4 - Clarity - That's Dancin - Debra Nizza
5 - Fields Of Gold - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Top **Select** Teen Small Group
1 - The Forest - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
2 - Relief - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
3 - Waiting Game - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
4 - All I Want Is - That's Dancin - Debra Nizza
5 - Salute - D&S Dance Company - Stefani Hynes
Top Select Senior Small Group
1 - Sink Or Swim - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
2 - Light - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
3 - Salvation - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
4 - Last Chapter - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
5 - Piece By Piece - Long Island Academy of Dance - Arielle Ralha

Top Select Junior Large Group
1 - Still I Rise - That’s Dancin - Debra Nizza
2 - Proud Mary - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
3 - The Light That Never Fails - That’s Dancin - Debra Nizza
4 - Daughters - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
5 - The Trials - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Top Select Senior Large Group
1 - All I Want - Long Island Academy of Dance - Arielle Rahla
2 - Stay - That’s Dancin - Debra Nizza
3 - Piece By Piece - That’s Dancin - Debra Nizza
4 - Don’t Break The Rules - Stage Door School of Dance - Mary Giattino-Styles
5 - No More I Love You’s - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Top Select Teen Large Group
1 - All I Want - Long Island Academy of Dance - Arielle Rahla
2 - Stay - That’s Dancin - Debra Nizza
3 - Piece By Piece - That’s Dancin - Debra Nizza
4 - Don’t Break The Rules - Stage Door School of Dance - Mary Giattino-Styles
5 - No More I Love You’s - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Top Select Teen Line
1 - Life And Death - That’s Dancin - Debra Nizza
2 - Formation - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Top Select Teen Line
1 - Hold Back The River - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Petite/Junior Select Apogee Award
Life And Death - That’s Dancing - Debra Pizza

Teen/Senior Select Apogee Award
The Choice - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Emerging Artist Petite Miss StarQuest
Arianna Ceballos - Conga - Elite Dance Studio

Emerging Artist Junior Miss StarQuest
Samantha Grey - Not That Girl - Stanford Dance Studio

Emerging Artist Teen Miss StarQuest
Isabella DiOrio - Catch My Breath - The Dream Center Dance Academy

Emerging Artist Miss StarQuest
Kaela Ason - So Broken - Strut Your Stuff Studios
Emerging Artist Junior Mr. StarQuest
William E. Greulich - Fly Me To The Moon - Elite Dance Studio

Emerging Artist Teen Mr. StarQuest
Christian Martinez - One Crown - TJE Dance Force

Top Classic Petite Solo
1 - Hope Lottman - King Of The World - The Dream Center Dance Academy
   2 - Khloe DiMaio - Super C-U-T-E - D&S Dance Company

Top Classic Junior Solo
1 - Sara Epstein - Shake The Room - Stage Door School of Dance
   2 - Samantha Grey - Not That Girl - Stanford Dance Studio
   3 - Jordan Espanet - Somewhere Over The Rainbow - The Dream Center Dance Academy
   4 - Emily Grace Garabrant - Rise Up - Elite Dance Studio
   5 - Kailey Lawson - Skyscraper - Strut Your Stuff Studios

Top Classic Teen Solo
1 - Victoria Letts - I Look To You - TJE Dance Force
   2 - Isabella DiOrio - Catch My Breath - The Dream Center Dance Academy
   3 - Gianna Sacca - Sassy Girl - TJE Dance Force
   4 - Megan Jackowski - All That Matters - Stage Door School of Dance
   5 - Nikol Antoniou - I Surrender - Strut Your Stuff Studios
   6 - Julianna Traina - Stand Down - The Dream Center Dance Academy
   7 - Skylar Musick - Dust And Light - Strut Your Stuff Studios
   8 - Kylie Heaphy - Stuff Like That There - The Dream Center Dance Academy
   9 - Isabel Sima - Over The Rainbow - Long Island Academy of Dance
  10 - Jaclyn Matheos - Route 66 - Strut Your Stuff Studios

Top Classic Senior Solo
1 - Lydia Hollander - Youth - TJE Dance Force
   2 - Cassandra Perrotta - Hit Me With A Hot Note - Strut Your Stuff Studios
   3 - Kaela Ason - So Broken - Strut Your Stuff Studios
   4 - Lauren O’Hara - Always True To You - Hannah Kroner School of Dance
   5 - Gregory Strakhov - Rain - TJE Dance Force
   6 - Julia Anderson - For You - Strut Your Stuff Studios
   7 - Emily Bardavid - Wish That You Were Here - The Dream Center Dance Academy
   8 - Emily Marotta - Where I’m Going - Hannah Kroner School of Dance
   9 - Samantha Pugliese - It’s A Man’s World - Hannah Kroner School of Dance
  10 - Caitlin Rodgers - Good Enough - TJE Dance Force

Top Classic Petite Duet/Trio
1 - Baby I’m A Star - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Top Classic Junior Duet/Trio
1 - Spare Change - Stage Door School of Dance - Jessica Heins
   2 - Corner - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
   3 - Me Too - Stage Door School of Dance - Stephanie Pitocco
   4 - Speaking French - Stage Door School of Dance - Jessica Heins
   5 - Me & My Girls - Long Island Academy of Dance - Julia Dillon

Top Classic Teen Duet/Trio
1 - Wild Woman - Long Island Academy of Dance - Arielle Rahla
   2 - Medicine - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julie Corbett
   3 - Next To Me - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
   4 - Forever Young - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
   5 - Blue Jeans - Stage Door School of Dance - Nuala DeGeorge
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Studio/Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Heal</td>
<td>Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julie Corbett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Boss</td>
<td>Long Island Academy of Dance - Arielle Rahla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Fix You</td>
<td>Elite Dance Studio - Dara-Marie Weaver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>That Man</td>
<td>Long Island Academy of Dance - Arielle Rahla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Time After Time</td>
<td>Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julie Corbett</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Top Classic Senior Duet/Trio**
1 - Thinking Of You - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julie Corbett

**Top Classic Petite Small Group**
1 - S.O.S. - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

**Top Classic Junior Small Group**
1 - Mr. Pinstripe Suit - Stage Door School of Dance - Stephanie Vertichio
2 - Wish For You - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
3 - Humble And Kind - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
4 - All That Matters - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
5 - Everybody Hurts - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julie Corbett

**Top Classic Teen Small Group**
1 - Formation - Long Island Academy of Dance - Arielle Rahla
2 - Work Song - Long Island Academy of Dance - Arielle Rahla
3 - Smother - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
4 - A-yo - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julie Corbett
5 - Shimmy Shimmy - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

**Top Classic Senior Small Group**
1 - Stand By Me - Center Stage - Rachel Wevers
2 - I Will Survive - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julie Corbett
3 - The Journey - Hannah Kroner School of Dance - Samantha Witt
4 - Echa Pa’all - Hannah Kroner School of Dance - Samantha Witt
5 - Georgia - Hannah Kroner School of Dance - Samantha Witt

**Top Classic Petite Large Group**
1 - Steam Heat - Stage Door School of Dance - Mary Giattino-Styles
2 - In My Daughter's Eyes - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
3 - Zero To Hero - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
4 - Right Hand Man - Stage Door School of Dance - Stephanie Vertichio
5 - Heaven Hop - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

**Top Classic Junior Large Group**
1 - Cold Hearted Snake - Stage Door School of Dance - Nuala DeGeorge
2 - Light - Stage Door School of Dance - Mary Giattino-Styles
3 - One Night Only - Stage Door School of Dance - Stephanie Vertichio
4 - Puppet Master - Center Stage - Rachel Wevers
5 - Landslide - Stage Door School of Dance - Stephanie Vertichio

**Top Classic Teen Large Group**
1 - California Dreamin' - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julie Corbett
2 - Bounce - Long Island Academy of Dance - Arielle Rahla
3 - Mad World - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
4 - Prison Break - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Nikki Roth
5 - Jump Jack - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Beverly Jensen
Top Classic Senior Large Group
1 - Ready Or Not - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Beverly Jensen
   2 - You And Me Are Gone - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Beverly Jensen

Top Classic Teen Line
1 - The Revolution - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julie Corbett
   2 - Back In Time - Hannah Kroner School of Dance - Olivia, Shannon, and Samantha

Classic Apogee Award
Formation - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal

Top Nova Petite Solo
1 - Arianna Ceballos - Conga - Elite Dance Studio
   2 - Lana Zupnick - I Want You Back - Strut Your Stuff Studios
   3 - Brie Suares - Build A Home - Elite Dance Studio
   4 - Kymora Dorvilus - Proud Mary - Elite Dance Studio

Top Nova Junior Solo
1 - Melody Cauley - No Day But Today - Elite Dance Studio
   2 - Jenna May - Miss Jackson - Elite Dance Studio
   3 - William E. Greulich - Fly Me To The Moon - Elite Dance Studio
   4 - Roxane Kozina - Titanium - Elite Dance Studio
   5 - Sonja Wildermuth - On My Way Home - Elite Dance Studio

Top Nova Petite Duet/Trio
1 - Royal - Elite Dance Studio - Dara-Marie Weaver
   2 - Hard Knock Life - Elite Dance Studio - Erica Hines
   3 - Best Friends - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova
   4 - Welcome To The Tea Party - Royal Dance Center - Rosa D’Aleo

Top Nova Junior Duet/Trio
1 - I'm Sayin' - Royal Dance Center - Rosa D’Aleo
   2 - Don't Want To Dance Alone - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julie Corbett
   3 - Paparazzi - Royal Dance Center - Lisa Buccino
   4 - Concrete Angel - Royal Dance Center - Lisa Buccino
   5 - Watch Me Do - Royal Dance Center - Rosa D’Aleo

Top Nova Teen Duet/Trio
1 - Once Upon A Dream - Royal Dance Center - Rosa D’Aleo

Top Nova Petite Small Group
1 - Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch - D&S Dance Company - Stefani Hynes
   2 - Little Mamas - D&S Dance Company - Stefani Hynes
   3 - Material Girl - Center Stage - Rachel Wevers

Top Nova Junior Small Group
1 - River Of Tears - Steeltoes Dance Studios - Rennie Peterkin
   2 - Goin' To Werk - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Beverly Jensen
   3 - Kaboom Pow - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Beverly Jensen
   4 - Girls Like - Steeltoes Dance Studios - Rennie Peterkin
Top Nova Teen Small Group
1 - Breath Of Life - Royal Dance Center - Lisa Buccino
  2 - Pyramids - Royal Dance Center - Lisa Buccino
  3 - Pirates Of The Caribbean - Royal Dance Center - Rosa D’Aleo
  4 - Monster - Steeltoes Dance Studios - Kim Ballard
  5 - My Wish - Steeltoes Dance Studios - Taylor D’Anna

Top Nova Petite Large Group
1 - Me And My Girls - Stage Door School of Dance - Stephanie Vertichio
  2 - Work Me Down - Stage Door School of Dance - Christina LaPerla-Klinger

Top Nova Junior Large Group
1 - Pep Rally - Long Island Academy of Dance - Julia Dillon
  2 - Girls Just Wanna Have Fun - Hannah Kroner School of Dance - Shannon McGuinness
  3 - Bathing Beauties - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Beverly Jensen
  4 - Wings - Stage Door School of Dance - Stephanie Vertichio
  5 - Brand New Key - Hannah Kroner School of Dance - Olivia Leinwohl

Top Nova Junior Line
1 - Upside Down - Long Island Academy of Dance - Krista Lohmann

Top Score Petite/Junior Mega Line Award
1 - What A Feeling - That's Dancin - Debra Nizza

Top Score Teen/Senior Mega Line Award
1 - The Jungle - Long Island Academy of Dance - Jill O'Keefe - Arielle Rahla
  2 - Are You Ready For A Miracle? - Long Island Academy of Dance - Jill O'Keefe - Arielle Rahla
  3 - Beauty And The Beast - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julie Corbet/Beverly Jensen

Petite/Junior Solo Photogenic
Lindsay Roisin - That's Dancin

Teen/Senior Solo Photogenic
Lydia Hollander - TJE Dance Force

Petite Solo Costume
I Want You Back - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julianne Corbett

Junior Solo Costume
Frost - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Teen Solo Costume
What You Need - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Senior Solo Costume
Tessellate - Center Stage - Rachel Wevers

Petite/Junior Duet/Trio Costume
Speaking French - Stage Door School of Dance - Jessica Heins

Teen/Senior Duet/Trio Costume
Devi - Natya Anubhava Academy of Classical Dance - nalini rau

Petite/Junior Group Costume
When She Came Back - That's Dancin - Debra Niza
Teen/Senior Group Costume
The Jungle - Long Island Academy of Dance - Jill O'Keefe - Arielle Rahla

Adult Solo Award
1 - All I Ask - Stage Door School of Dance - Jessica Heins

Choreography Awards
That’s Dancin - Debra Nizza,
The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
D&S Dance Company - Stefani Hynes, Donna Santomassino
Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal, Jill O'Keefe
Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julianne Corbett,
Stage Door School of Dance - Mary Giattino-Styles, Erin Roe

Petite/Junior Fusion Award
Corner - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Teen/Senior Fusion Award
Cold - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Petite/Junior Odyssey Award
The Trials - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Teen/Senior Odyssey Award
New York, New York - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal

ADCC Studio of Excellence Award
The Dream Center Dance Academy

Competition Kindness
Paige Boland - Stage Door School of Dance
Gabrielle Luthy - Stage Door School of Dance
Kailey Lawson - Strut Your Stuff Studios
Jenna Abatemarco - The Dream Center Dance Academy
Kailey Basedow - The Dream Center Dance Academy
Katherine Tapalaga - That’s Dancing
Karen Jackson - DTS Dance Company

Industry Dance Awards People’s Choice Award Winner
Sink Or Swim - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Industry Dance Award Winners:
Top Jazz Performance:
Salute - D&S Dance Company - Stefani Hynes

Top Ballet/Lyrical/Modern/Contemporary Performance:
The Choice - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Top Tap Performance:
Shaw - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Top Novelty/Character/Musical Theater Performance:
New York, New York - Long Island Academy of Dance - Sandra Jemal

Top Hip Hop Performance:
Between Avenues N & O - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova

Top Open/Acro Performance:
Between Avenues N & O - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova